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Abstract

The joint recognition problem asks for the identifica-
tion of kinematic joints (e.g., prismatic or revolute) from
a geometric constraint system. This problem is motivated
by CAD software applications, which allow an engineer to
create a design by using intuitive geometric constraints;
motion study components built into the software then
provide a tool for the engineer to explore the resulting
motion. Current techniques can be computationally ex-
pensive, as they often require solving algebraic systems of
equations. We present a poster on recent work that uses
rigidity theory to provide an approach towards solving
the joint recognition problem.

1 Introduction

Computer-aided design (CAD) software allows engineers
to design sophisticated mechanical systems by placing
intuitive geometric constraints in rigid body assemblies.
For example, a CAD user may create a pair of pliers by
taking two rigid handles and placing (1) a plane-plane co-
incidence constraint to force the handles to lie adjacent to
each other, and (2) a point-point coincidence constraint
to force a center of rotation at the desired axis. See Figure
1.

(a) A plane-plane coincidence constraint is
used during the design process.

(b) Design intent
includes rotation.

Figure 1: A pair of pliers, designed in SolidWorks, has a
single rotational motion (i.e., a revolute joint).
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Since the design intent is primarily this resulting rota-
tional motion, many CAD applications offer motion study
tools simulate kinematic and dynamic motion. Simula-
tion at the kinematic level allows quick prototyping, as
dynamics is a more computationally expensive task. Once
the engineer is satisfied with the kinematics, more robust
dynamic simulation can be performed before the product
is physically produced.

The joint recognition problem asks for the recog-
nition of kinematic joints described by a geometric con-
straint system. In this poster, we focus on identifying
two types of kinematic joints, both allowing exactly one
degree of freedom: prismatic (allowing a single transla-
tional motion) and revolute (allowing a single rotational
motion). We consider 3D body-and-cad geometric con-
straint systems [2], which are composed of rigid bodies
joined by pairwise coincidence, angular and distance con-
straints. A constraint is placed between two bodies by
identifying a geometric element (a point, line or plane)
on each body and constraining the relationship between
them.

1.1 Related work

A common approach to kinematic motion simulation of
CAD systems is to perturb the system, then resolve the
constraints. This can be computationally expensive as it
reduces to solving an algebraic system. An alternative
approach is to directly model the kinematics, which relies
on identifying well-understood mechanical joints, such as
the prismatic and revolute studied here.

Recognition of kinematic joints has a rich history in the
CAD community [3], as engineers rely on tools for veri-
fying the kinematic joints dictated by their designed ge-
ometric constraint system. Commercial software, such as
SolidWorks, Pro/Engineer and the SimMechanics pack-
age for MatLab, include a variety of tools for recognizing
joints. These proprietary techniques appear to be based
on heuristics or mappings from basic constraints to joints.
Such mapping techniques require explicit constraints be-
tween the two bodies where such a joint is recognized; see,
e.g., [4]. However, joints may be implied by constraints
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present in the global system. Recent work [1] presents a
dynamic geometric system that uses a filter to check po-
tential motions with a limited set of predicates (currently,
this set includes “CircularMotion” and “Rocker”). To the
best of our knowledge, however, there is no comprehen-
sive approach for analyzing a CAD system at the global
level and inferring kinematic joints that may be implied
by constraints not directly involving the two participating
bodies.

2 Our approach

We use the rigidity theory developed in [2] to model body-
and-cad geometric constraint structures. By doing so, we
obtain kinematic information at the global level and de-
tect implied relative motion. Using the theory of screws
and Grassmann-Cayley algebra, each of the 21 pair-wise
coincidence, angular and distance constraints was associ-
ated to a set of linear equations describing the infinitesi-
mal rigidity theory.

Given a body-and-cad structure, we begin by defining
the linear system of equations according to the rigidity
theory. We then perform analysis on this system to ob-
tain a description of screw motions infinitesimally consis-
tent with the constraints in the body-and-cad structure.
In fact, what we obtain is a space of 2-tensors in the
Grassmann-Cayley algebra. Because there is a mapping
between screw motions in 3-dimensional space and these
2-tensors, we analyze the 2-tensors to determine if they
are decomposable. If not, we output neither. Otherwise,
we determine if the screw motion is a pure rotation or
pure translation and output the corresponding kinematic
joint: revolute for rotation and prismatic for translation.
We additionally output the axis of motion defined by the
screw. We conjecture the following regarding correctness
of the method:

Conjecture 1. If a body-and-cad structure generically
models a revolute or prismatic joint, the method will out-
put the correct label and axis of motion.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an approach towards solving the joint recog-
nition problem by using rigidity theory. An implementa-
tion of our approach has been tested with a core set of
body-and-cad systems describing one degree of freedom
structures. Preliminary results show that we properly
identify the type of kinematic joint (prismatic, revolute
or neither) along with the axis of motion.

We plan to obtain a set of CAD systems from Solid-
Works Corporation known to be difficult for motion study
tools and test them with our approach. We also expect

to encounter non-generic (“special”) embeddings of struc-
tures where our approach may give incorrect results. Fu-
ture work includes a robust theoretical analysis of such
situations.
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